
Slovenia set to celebrate Pink Week, the biggest bash for the LGBT community 
in Central Europe, later this month
 

Pink Week is set to return to Slovenia later this month (24-28 May), offering the chance to explore the 

country’s natural gems as part of a weeklong celebration for the LGBT community. 

Pink Week will be celebrating its fourth year as the most widely recognised LGBT event in Southeast Europe 

with a programme of specially curated events. Having announced the legalisation of same-sex marriage earlier 

this year, Slovenia looks forward to proudly supporting the LGBT community. 

The weeklong festival offers the chance to explore Slovenia’s natural beauty with a programme that 

includes Lake Bohinj and Triglav National Park. Travellers can take in the breathtaking views from the top of  

Vogel Mountain and enjoy Bohinj’s colourful array of wildflowers as part of an itinerary that seeks to promote 
LGBT tourism across Europe. 

The organisers and hosts for Pink Week are Ljubljana-based couple Matej Knific and Mattej Valencic. 
The pair will guide travellers across Slovenia, introducing top sights and unique culinary experiences. 

Matej and Mattej stated, “We are pleased that we have a mayor who understands that people cannot 
be distinguished according to who they love. We are also happy that we have sponsors and supporters 
who understand that Slovenia should continue to promote LGBT tourism.”
 

The finale of Pink Week will be the Dragon’s Ball at an exclusive pop-up VIP club in Ljubljana, featuring some 

of the country’s best food, music and art. The evening will include music from DJ Claudio de Tullio, as well 

as a number of visual artists and local performers.

Editor’s Notes

Pink Week takes place from 24th – 28th May 2017.  I  https://pinkweek.eu
Press trip opportunity: If you believe you can feature PinkWeek in your media, 

please apply at:  https://pinkweek.eu/pages/press.

There is a range of festival packages on offer including the Luxury Package from 1,490 EUR 

or the Smart Package from 399 EUR. Details of Pink Week packages can be found here.
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More info:   pinkweek@imperial.si   I  +44 20 3514 6750  I   www.pinkweek.eu
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